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Show of handsHow many have run a local measure for housing?How many are thinking about it?We are doing informal technical assistance through the Housing CA network, and in conversation with communities across the stateMy remarks today will focus on lessons learned, strategy, timeline and organizing. Elections are different from policy, legislation and Planning Commission approvals. Realizing we needed a different way of operating represented a big change for our members but it’s consistent with our mission.



NON-PROFIT HOUSING ASSOCIATION: OUR MISSION

NPH sees a future where everyone has a 
place to call home and where low-income 
communities and communities of color have the 
opportunity to stay and prosper in the Bay Area. 

We envision a day where everyone has 
access to an affordable home;  and we can 
improve our health, our children’s educational 
outcomes, our environment, our transit system, 
our regional competitiveness and the Bay Area’s 
diversity and equity.

Ms. Barbara Williams
Credit: EBHO 2013
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NPH has been serving the non-profit, mission-driven affordable housing community for over 35 years. We work with developers, residents, and supporters in 9 Bay Area counties. Our mission statement says:NPH sees a future where everyone has a place to call home and where low-income communities and communities of color have the opportunity to stay and prosper in the Bay Area. We envision a day where everyone has access to an affordable home;  and we can improve our health, our children’s educational outcomes, our environment, our transit system, our regional competitiveness and the Bay Area’s diversity and equity.



BAY AREA VOTERS APPROVE NEW INVESTMENT IN AFFORDABILITY

Measure A, 2016 – 68%
GO Bond $950M

Measure A1, 2016 – 70%
GO Bond $580M

Prop A, 2015 – 74%
GO Bond $310M

Measure K, 2016 – 70%
Sales Tax Ext., $25+M/yr

Nearly $2.5 billion in new investment via four county-level measures, 2015-16
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We had a good year in 2016!  In 2015-16, Bay Area Voters approved nearly $2.5 billion with a B in new investmentsYou will find more about the policy specifics on our websiteSan Francisco Prop A – 2015 – included downpayment assistance, conversion of public to non-profit management, new construction of rental, small sites programAlameda Measure A1 – 2016 - $425M in rental housing, additional funds for anti-displacement, homeownership, aging in place, Innovation & Opportunity FundSanta Clara Measure A – 2016 - $700M for permanent supportiveSan Mateo Measure K – 2016 – general sales tax extension w AH



SANTA CLARA COUNTY MEASURE A
$950 MILLION HOMELESS & HOUSING BOND

Yes – 67.88% 454,284

No 214,968

Margin of  Victory 8,060

Resident Registration - June 12,470

Resident Registration – Nov. 15,511

Resident Turnout – Nov. 10,346

Affordable Housing Residents a Key Voting Bloc

Ms. Irma Ortiz
Credit: LifeSTEPS 2016

Database of registered affordable housing residents assists outreach
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In San Francisco’s Prop A bond campaign in 2015, we piloted a small database project that showed us residents of affordable housing turned out at nearly the same rate as the general electorate when provided with voting information. In Santa Clara County, we had a narrow win – just over 8,000 votes on nearly 700,000 votes cast. Our resident engagement work – including non-partisan voter registration in the summer, followed by resident-led voter education and information in the fall, delivered the margin of victory.Let’s be clear – in these three campaigns, more than $5 million was raised and wisely spent. Without that investment to reach millions of voters, we would not have succeeded. But without our residents, we would not have taken that final step across the finish line.



IN SHORT

 Create community consensus first
 Seize opportunity and choose best election
 Build new coalitions and partnerships
 Secure adequate resources for campaigns
 Tech-savvy voter targeting and engagement
 Follow strict message discipline 
Talk about the need, not the money

More at www.NonProfitHousing.org
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We learned so much! Nothing was really contrary to how we had traditionally operated but as a whole, these campaigns marked a real shift in our approach to moving revenue measures. We are happy to work with you and your communities to make sure that everyone has a place to call home.Thank you for the work you do every day!
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